
You approach the bridge. It has been here for a long time. 
The ropes creak as the bridge sways in the wind. You lean 
forward and see that the wooden planks are warped and 
splintered. The canyon below is full of sharp rocks. Crossing 
this bridge is not for the faint of heart. You know that one 
misstep will mean a long fall. But what’s behind you is even 
worse. So you grip the ropes and step out onto the first 
plank, grimacing at the sound of wood groaning and of the 
cords stretching. There’s no turning back now.
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Looking for an adventure? Come stay in our inn high up on 
beautiful Mount Lofty! This unique experience is only 
accessible by an ancient rope bridge, adding an extra element 
of excitement to your stay. With stunning views of the 
surrounding area, you can unwind in nature. Enjoy the fresh 
mountain air and experience a true getaway from the bustle of 
everyday life. Each morning, sip tea while watching the sun 
rise over the mountains. Are you a night owl? Relax in the  
hot tub and see the stars come out at night. No matter  
where you look, you'll be surrounded by beauty.



I see you approach me, human. I feel your boot gingerly 
touch my first board, wondering if it will hold. You put your 
weight on me, hesitantly at first, but then with more 
confidence as you feel my strength. You carefully grip my 
rough ropes, pulling yourself forward. The crossing has 
begun! You step slowly, each board creaking but holding 
steady. The view from up here is breathtaking, and I notice 
as you stop to take it in. Then I sway slightly in the wind. You 
grip the ropes tighter, your attention returning to the 
crossing. Fear not, human! I will not let you fall. I am  
happy to help you on your journey. QUILL


